It’s not just people that
are harmed in crashes.
Is your business safe?
If you have a sales team, regional managers, service
engineers, delivery drivers or even staff using their
own cars for business journeys – we can help!
Driving is widely recognised as one of the highest risk work-related
activities that most employees will ever undertake. Managing this
risk is essential in order to protect your employees and other road
users from harm, to fulfil the responsibility of company directors
and to protect the reputation of the company itself.
The good news is, that if this risk is managed well, you are also
likely to see significant benefits in terms of controlling costs and
enhancing efficiency; in short – it makes good business sense!

1 in 3

crashes are
fatal

1 in 4

crashes are
serious

At least
one in three fatal
crashes and
one in four serious
injury crashes in
Britain involve
someone driving
for work.

If your business or
organisation is based in
Essex, you can benefit from
FREE support and guidance
from industry experts.

The Safer Essex Roads Partnership is offering the services of a Road Safety
Specialist to provide advice and support to local businesses and organisations.
This bespoke service will address your specific needs, whether that be an
independent health check of your policies, or workshops for managers and
drivers. Full confidentiality is assured throughout the process.
Much of the work will take place flexibly on web platforms or face to face if the
situation allows. A short initial consultation will help you identify what level of
support would benefit your business and timescales for delivery can be agreed.

All you need to do is email:
SaferEssexRoads@essexhighways.org
and we will be in touch.

No cost, no obligation.
Help us to help you create a safer
road network in Essex.

